
                                                                                          Purdue Nov 3 1884 
You dear dear Girl 
      I really oughtn’t write to you tonight for there are several articles that are waiting for 
me to read & abstract them, & yet I can’t quite resist you & so I neglect my work & write a 
letter to my darling.  It cant be a long letter but I know I shall feel more like work if I spend a 
few minutes with you first.  I am just now in the most perplexing subject to deal with in my 
junior zoology class.  There is one a large group of miscellaneous creatures called the worms[,] 
popularly composed of the most heterogeneous sort of a crowd of creatures[,] some of them 
only very very slightly understood & quite hard to study.  I have been utterly unable to set them 
at all straight when I have studied them hitherto & now that I come to present the result of my 
studies to the students I find that I scarcely know what to do with the frightful tangle.  Is long as 
one can give them a straight string there is some chance that they will be able to follow it but 
when it is only a tangled gnarl that you give them what can you expect them to make out as a 
way to guide them.  I find that these students[,] tho some of them have been studying natural 
history now two years[,] are just like little children.  They cannot take a single step without a 
guide — and since there are no guides written which go into the matters which I desire to treat 
they must be written by me & that take time.  I have to go over all the points of a study of any 
creature before them & then write out a scheme for them to follow and they then have to be 
helped over all the hard places.  I don’t very much wonder tho for the study isn’t easy & if it had 
been I shouldn’t have been all these years pegging away at it & still know so little after it all ___  
But I don’t mind drumming it with them when they are moderately bright about it.  I don’t think 
that I do enjoy teaching numskulls.  I enjoy lecturing very much.  There is a pleasure in taking an 
intricate subject & developing it before the students in such a way that they follow it step by 
step & at the end can look back & see every step from the first to the last.  I don’t lecture much 
to except in physiology for it cuts down the time for practical work so frightfully, and that is 
really the most important portion of the students work.  I cut such a beautiful series of sections 
this morning.  I took a small planarian worm[,] one of the creatures the class are studying at 
present & after properly mounting it so that I could hold if perfectly firmly I sliced it with the 
razor & cut about two hundred slices for slicing from the top to toe so to speak.  The worm is 
about 1/8 inch long & you can see that 200 slices cut in the span of 1/8 in would make each 
slice considerably thinner than a Saratoga chip.  This is a very rude picture of the fellow.  [He 
sketched a worm showing how it was sliced.]  The two black spots are his eyes and the spot 
marked A is his mouth.  The slices were cut across as shown by the dotted lines __  Such slices 
are called sections & when you have every section from the head to the tail you can study them 
and reconstruct from them the whole creature.  The sections are pretty small & so to handle 
them they are cemented upon glass slides slides and covered with pieces of thin glass & there 
they may be preserved indefinitely.  It is very nice work to make these series of sections for the 
conditions must be all very carefully followed & obeyed else they (the sections are a perfect 
failure).  The razor must be perfectly sharp & smooth & the temperature of the room must be 
adjusted within a couple of degrees or you get the most exasperating effects.  I don’t think that 
Job would have retained his reputation for patience long after he had taken to section cutting 
for sometimes one gets about frantic when things go wrong at the very finish after all the long 
fuss that is required before you get to the end.  I wish I could show you some of the series.  
They do look so pretty when they are mounted & some of the sections look very pretty too.  It 



is not mere enthusiasm on my part for they are really beautiful from the shapes & colors which 
the different cells cells assume.  You don’t know what cells are I suppose.  Well I can’t blame 
you for that.  I told you a little when you were at Madison about cells in the animal body but I 
don’t suppose that that was enough to make it very clear to you.   
     There goes the knell, seven oclock.  I don’t suppose that I shall get a chance to write any 
more on this.  I am dreadfully homesick to see you.  I don’t see how I am ever going to stand it 
till summer.  I suppose tho that I shall live thro it some how.  I wish the folks at home wouldnt 
carry l on so.  Sue  I got a short letter from Sue today.  She apologized for its brevity by telling 
me that it was her day for writing to Miss Belle & that none of the others would write to me.  
Both of which excuses as you may imagine failed to sooth me __  I tell you it goes hard with me 
when I feel at all that I am shelved.  That is my weak spot.  I think it very [ill.]. 
     Good night.  I must stop. 
         With much love 
                 Harry 


